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principles many-body Green's function theory†
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The anatase (001) surface has attracted a lot of interest in surface science due to its excellent performance.

However, its reactivity is under debate since it can undergo a (1 � 4) reconstruction. Herein, we applied the

many-body Green's function theory to investigate the electronic properties and excitons as well as the

water adsorption behavior of the (1 � 4) unreconstructed anatase (001) surface and two reconstructed

patterns, namely ADM and AOM. Our results revealed that the high reactivity of the (001) surface is

probably not relevant to the reconstructed shape. The unreconstructed (001) surface and reconstructed

ADM surface were very reactive for dissociating H2O molecules among three surfaces, but the lower-

energy singlet exciton for ADM was completely confined within the inner atomic layers in TiO2, which is

unfavorable for hole transfer to the reactant on the surface. Also, the required photon energy for

initiating photochemical reactions on the reconstructed ADM surface should be higher than for the

unreconstructed (001) surface, implying it is more difficult for the reaction to happen on the former

surface. The unreconstructed (001) surface exhibited the highest reactivity due to the smaller optical

absorption edge and the photoholes distributed on surface sites.
1 Introduction

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has been intensively studied and widely
applied in photocatalysis,1,2 photoelectrocatalysis,3 solar cells,4–6

and in the remediation of pollutants7 due to its excellent
performances. TiO2 exists in three typical crystal phase struc-
tures: anatase, rutile, and brookite, among which the anatase
polymorph exhibits the highest photocatalytic activity.8 The
anatase crystals expose majority (101) facets and minority (001)
facets. Early experimental9 and theoretical investigations10 on
anatase concluded that the minority (001) surface is more
reactive. In contrast, a recent experimental study11 reported
distinctly different insights into the (001) surface regarding its
lower activity in photocatalytic reactions. The reactivity of (001)
facets is thus still under debate. It is known that the catalytic
performance is strongly dependent on the surface state and
atomic structure of a catalyst. The anatase (001) surface usually
favors a (1 � 4) reconstruction due to its high surface
energy,8,12,13 which may result in remarkably different proper-
ties. For this reason, it is necessary to study the atomic structure
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and properties of reconstructed anatase (001) surfaces, which
would enable us to gain a better understanding of the intrinsic
reactivity of the (001) surface.

The (1 � 4) reconstruction of the (001) surface has been
detected by various experimental techniques to date,12,14–18

including scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), (scanning)
transmission electron microscopy (STEM), and low-energy
electron diffraction. In combination with theoretical calcula-
tions, several surface models have been proposed for this
reconstruction. The add-molecule model (ADM),13 in which
rows of bridging oxygen atoms on the surface are replaced with
rows of TiO3 groups in a (1 � 4) periodicity, is the most widely
accepted and studied. A simulated STM image based on it
agreed with the experimental results. Moreover, an in situ
spherical aberration corrected STEM study on the anatase
reconstructed surface performed by Yuan et al.,16 also provided
direct evidence to verify the ADMmodel. Both experimental and
theoretical studies19,20 on ADM reconstructed surfaces have
found that several small molecules are dissociatively adsorbed
on the ADM surface in the same way as in the adsorption
behavior on the pristine (001) surface,10,21,22 indicating the
anatase (001) surface possesses higher reactivity among TiO2

surfaces. However, another STM experiment showed that there
were no fourfold-coordinated Ti atoms on the surface and
proposed a surface reconstruction added-oxygen model (AOM)
that was constructed by adding one oxygen atom to the TiO3

ridges of ADM.15 That study also found that23 the anatase (001)–
(1 � 4) surface was inert for molecular adsorption except at the
intrinsic defects sites, which could explain the experimental
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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results for the lower activity of the (001) surface. Nevertheless,
this is not enough to judge the reactivity according to the
absorbed state on the surface, and a proper assessment of the
photoreactivity of the surface also requires an accurate
description of its energy-level alignment and excitonic behavior.
To date, a few theoretical works have investigated the electronic
properties of the (001) surface,24–26 but the calculations utilized
in these studies were based on density functional theory (DFT).
Also, the excitonic properties of the reconstructed (001) surface
have rarely been covered. Current achievements and advances
to date are far from meeting the nal goal. In this work, we
applied the more advanced rst-principles many-body Green's
function theory (MBGFT) including the GWmethod and Bethe–
Salpeter equation (BSE), to systematically study the quasipar-
ticle band structures and excitonic properties of the recon-
structed anatase (001) surface, including ADM and AOM, and
the interfacial properties of a single water molecule adsorbed
on the surfaces, with an overall aim to explore the photo-
reactivity of the surface. The GW method has been demon-
strated to compute the electronic levels of semiconductor and
insulators with higher accuracy than DFT,27,28 while the BSE is
a state-of-the-art approach to describe the behavior of electron–
hole pairs.27,29
2 Computational detail
2.1 Ground-state geometries

In our calculations, the structures of ADM and AOM were con-
structed according to ref. 13 and 15. The experimental lattice
parameters23,30 of anatase TiO2 were adopted. As shown in
Fig. 1 Relaxed structures of the unreconstructed anatase (001) surface
“ridge” and “terrace” parts of the reconstructed surface are highlighted by
ADM and AOM structural parameters along the [010] directions are mar
atoms, respectively.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Fig. 1, all the (001) surfaces were constructed by a periodically
repeated (1 � 4) orthorhombic slab containing four O–Ti–O
trilayers, corresponding to a 3.776 � 15.104 �A2 area. Just as in
our previous work on the rutile TiO2(110) surface,31,32 all the
vefold-coordinated Ti and twofold-coordinated O atoms on the
bottom layer were saturated by pseudohydrogen atoms with
nuclear charges of +4/3 and +2/3, respectively. This protocol
aims to maintain the TiO2 bulk-like coordination environment.
A 30 �A vacuum layer above the surface was included in this
model, whose convergence was tested in our previous work on
other TiO2 surfaces.31,32 Geometry optimization was performed
within the plane-wave pseudopotential scheme employing the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).33,34 The Perdew–
Burke–Ernzehof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation35

was chosen for describing the exchange–correlation interaction.
The projector-augment-wave pseudopotentials of Ti
(3s23p63d24s2) and O (2s22p4) were adopted in this calculation.
An energy cutoff of 450 eV was set for the wave functions. The
bottom trilayers were xed at their bulk positions, while the
other three trilayers were relaxed until the residual force acting
on each ion was less than 0.02 eV�A−1. For the calculations of the
(001)/water interface, a (3 � 4) surface supercell was used in
this work (see Fig. S1†). The PBE-D3 dispersion interaction
correction was used to describe the van der Waals interaction
between the surface and the water molecule.
2.2 GW method and the Bethe–Salpeter equation

In the GW method, electronic structures are calculated via the
quasiparticle (QP) equation:27,28
(a) and the reconstructed ADM model (b) and the AOM model (c). The
light green ellipses and black dotted lines in (b) and (c), respectively. The
ked in (d) and (e). Light blue, red, and gray balls represent Ti, O, and H
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where
P

(r,r′,E) is the electron self-energy operator, which
describes the exchange and correlation interactions among
electrons. It is a non-local, energy-dependent operator, which
can be evaluated within GW approximation by the convolution
of one-particle Green's function (G) and the screened Coulomb
potential (W). W is linked to the bare Coulomb potential y

through Wðr; r0;uÞ ¼ Ð
3�1ðr; r00;uÞyðr00; r0Þdr00, where 3 is the

dielectric function. Moreover, solutions of the QP equation are
QP energies and QP wave functions. The QP energy
EQPnk corresponds to the energy differences E(N) − E(N − 1) and
E(N + 1) − E(N), where N is the total number of electrons in the
system, as measured by direct and inverse photoelectron
spectra. This is another advantage of the quasiparticle equation.
In DFT, the empirical exchange and correlation functional are
applied to describe the interactions among electrons. The
calculated results for the electronic band structure of a semi-
conductor system are heavily affected by the exchange–corre-
lation functionals. The energy gaps obtained are generally
small. Although some hybrid exchange–correlation functionals
have been developed in order to improve the accuracy of DFT
calculations for band gap prediction, empirical parameters still
imbedded in these functionals may limit their transferability.

In BSE, the exciton wave functions cS(r,r
′) is described as

follows:36
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where c(v) is the conduction (valence) band, and r(r′) is the
coordinates of the excited electron (hole). With eqn (2), the
Bethe–Salpeter equation could be reformulated into the eigen-
value form:27,37
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where US is the excitation energy. In eqn (3), the rst term
describes the independent-particle transition, whereby the
energies of the valence and conduction bands were calculated
by the GW method in this work. The second term accounts for
the interaction between the bound electron–hole pair. Kvc,v′c′(US)
is the electron–hole interaction kernel, consisting of the
exchange term Kx

vc;v0c0 caused by the bare Coulomb potential y
and the direct term Kd

vc;v0c0 caused by the screened Coulomb
potential W.

Our GW and BSE calculations were performed using
a Gaussian-orbital-based code.37–39 The local density approxi-
mation (LDA) was used as the starting point to construct the
physical quantities needed in GW. Atom-centered Gaussian
orbitals with the decay constants (in atomic unit) for Ti atoms,
O atoms, and pseudohydrogen atoms were the same as those in
our recent studies on TiO2.31,32,40 In the calculation of the (1� 4)
supercell, we went one further step beyond the G0W0 level to
evaluate more accurate quasiparticle energies and wave
28180 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 28178–28184
functions by diagonalizing the full G0W0 Hamiltonian,
including both the diagonal and off-diagonal elements. Elec-
tronic screening was calculated by employing the random-
phase approximation and the plasmon-pole model proposed
by von der Linden and Horsch.38,41 To reduce the huge
computational cost of the GW method, unoccupied states
whose energies were 91 eV and 158 eV above the conduction
band minimum were not considered in the band summation
for constructing the electronic screening and self-energy in GW,
respectively. From the convergence test on the band summa-
tion, as shown in Fig. S2,† the total effect of the two cutoffs on
the orbital energy and band gap was within 0.1 eV. Also, k-point
meshes of 6 � 2 � 1 and 8 � 2 � 1 in the rst Brillouin zone
were respectively employed for the evaluation of the dielectric
matrix and self-energy. In the BSE, excitonic wave functions
were represented by a converged 12 � 3 � 1 k-point mesh,
which could converge the optical absorption onset well.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Structural parameters and stability

The optimized structures of the clean (1 � 4) anatase (001)
surface, ADM, and AOM are shown in Fig. 1. There is a ridge
along the [100] direction on both the ADM and AOM (1 � 4)
surfaces, respectively. The Ti–O bond length along this direc-
tion on the ADM and AOM is about 1.80�A, which is shorter than
that on the unreconstructed (001) surface. The Ti and O atoms
on the ridge of ADM is four-coordinated (Ti4c) and two-
coordinated (O2c), but the added O atom on the ridge of AOM
can form two Ti–O bonds with adjacent Ti atoms, changing Ti4c
to six-coordinated Ti. The bond lengths of Ti4c–O2c bonds and
Ti6c–O3c bonds along the [010] direction on the ridge for the
ADM and AOM surfaces are also marked in this gure. The
bonds lengths are strongly inequivalent and asymmetric, indi-
cating the possible high activity of the reconstructed surface.

The relative stabilities of different reconstructed surface
structures can be evaluated by the formation energies, which

can be calculated by Eformation ¼ 1
N
ðEtot � Eref � nTimTi � nOmOÞ;

where Etot and Eref represent the total energies of the recon-
structed surface and the unreconstructed (001) surface,
respectively; nTi and nO are the number of excess Ti and O atoms
of the reconstructed surface, respectively; mTi and mO are the
chemical potentials for Ti and O, respectively; and N is the
number of surface unit cells in the supercell. There exist the

constraints: mO #
1
2
EO2; mTi #mbulk

Ti ; and mTi + 2mO ¼ ETiO2
, where

EO2
and ETiO2

are the total energies of an isolated O2 molecule
and the bulk anatase TiO2. The permitted range of mO is
1
2
ðETiO2 � mbulk

Ti Þ#mO #
1
2
EO2: The computed formation energies

of the ADM and AOM surface structures with respect to the
potential of O are shown in Fig. 2. Clearly, ADM possessed the
lowest formation energy, suggesting that it has the highest
stability and tends to be formed. The unreconstructed (001)
surface was less stable and 0.42 eV higher in formation energy
than ADM, but it was energetically more favorable than AOM
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Computed formation energies of the reconstructed surface as
a function of chemical potentials of O.

Fig. 4 Charge distributions of the VBM and CBM calculated by GW for
the unreconstructed anatase (001) (a), ADM (b), and AOM (c).
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within the mO range−9.54 eV to−6.27 eV. For mO >−6.27 eV, the
reconstructed AOM was more stable than the unreconstructed
surface, and its formation energy was close to that of ADM,
indicating that AOM probably exists under high O-rich condi-
tions. These results are in line with the results obtained by Sun
et al.23 and Xu et al.25 Moreover, the results are the same as the
results from the perspective of the binding energy (Table S1†).
Therefore, both the reconstructed ADM and AOM surface
structures will likely be formed.
3.2 Electronic structures and excitons

Fig. S3† and 3 show the DFT–LDA and GW band structures for
three surfaces. All the surfaces were indirect-gap materials. The
LDA bandgaps for the unreconstructed surface, ADM, and AOM
were 1.26, 1.73, and 1.18 eV, respectively. The band dispersions
of the conduction band are similar in these three surfaces. The
conduction bandminimum (CBM) of all the surfaces originated
from the d orbitals of the Ti bulk atoms (Fig. S3†). The electrons
at the valence band maxima (VBM) for the unreconstructed
Fig. 3 GWband structures of the unreconstructed anatase (001) (a), ADM
marked by red circle and green circle, respectively. The VBM is set to ze

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
surface are delocalized on the surface O atoms. However, the
ridges of ADM and AOM generate new levels above the valence
bands of the unreconstructed surface as illustrated in Fig. S3.†
These states are localized on the O atoms at the ridge. FromDFT
to GW, the band dispersion and band sequence dispersion are
changed little (see Fig. S3† and 3). Also, the electron distribu-
tions are also unchanged. The higher-energy states originate
from the surface ridge O atoms (Fig. 4), but the spacing between
the new bands originating from the ridge and other valence
bands was reduced in the GW calculations. The band gaps were
enlarged by 2.1, 2.4, and 2.7 eV, respectively. The GW gaps for
ADM and AOM were larger than that of the unreconstructed
surface, which were unfavorable for the absorption of lower-
energy light. The VBM/CBM positions relative to the vacuum
and NHE scales calculated by the GW method for the unre-
constructed surface, ADM, and AOM are shown in Fig. S4.†
Their respective CBM positions were found to be above the H+/
H2 level and the VBM was below the O2/H2O potential. Because
of the suitable VBM and CBM energy levels for both the oxygen
evolution reaction and hydrogen evolution reaction, the pho-
togenerated holes and electrons created on these surfaces have
strong reduction and oxidation capabilities. However, it was
(b) and AOM (c). VBM and CBM of the band structures in each panel are
ro.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 28178–28184 | 28181
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hard to assess which one possesses higher photoactivity from
these electronic properties.

The optical properties are also the key factors to determine
the photochemical reactivity. It was thus necessary to investi-
gate the characteristic of the electron–hole pairs for the three
structures. In this section, we discuss the excitonic properties
that were calculated by BSE. Fig. 5 shows the optical absorption
spectra of the three surfaces. The lowest excited state (S1) was
located at 3.10 eV for the unreconstructed (001) surface, which
agreed with the experimental absorption edge of anatase TiO2.
The lowest electronic excitation (S1) for ADM emerged at
3.70 eV, which was higher than the optical absorption edge of
the unreconstructed (001) surface. Thus, the photochemical
process on the reconstructed ADM surfaces could be initiated
only when the excitation energy is higher than 3.70 eV. In
addition, the exciton was almost conned within the inner
atomic layers in TiO2 (Fig. 5(e)), which acts against the hole
transfer to the reactant on the surface. In general, the surface
hole could readily transfer to the reactant. Although the hole
could be localized on the surface O atom for higher excitation
(see Fig. S5† for the exciton at 3.8 eV or 4.0 eV), the systemwould
decay quickly to the lower excited states. Also, the holes for the
excited states below 4.0 eV are mostly conned within bulk
atoms. Fig. 5(d) and S5† display the exciton distribution at S1
and 3.45 eV for the unreconstructed surface, in which it can be
seen that the holes at a relatively lower excitation are delo-
calized widely on the surface O atoms, which is in favor of hole
transfer to the reactant. Likewise, the optical absorption edges
(S1) for AOM arose from the ridge O atoms on the surface (see
Fig. 5(f)). Nevertheless, the energy of S1 (3.38 eV) for AOM was
higher than that of the unreconstructed surface, which means
Fig. 5 Optical absorption spectra for the unreconstructed anatase
(001) (a), ADM (b) and AOM (c) calculated by BSE. S1 is the lowest
excited states. (d–f) Illustrate the exciton distributions for S1 in (a)–(c),
respectively, where electron and hole are represented in blue and
green isosurfaces, respectively.
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the required photon energy for initiating the photochemical
reaction on the reconstructed AOM surface could be higher. The
reaction on the surface for excitations below 3.38 eV fails to be
initiated. To sum up, the required excitation energy to activate
the reaction on the reconstructed surface should be higher,
making it harder for the process to happen. It seems that the
unreconstructed surface possesses superior photocatalytic
activity relative to the reconstructed surface, both in terms of
excitation energy or excitonic behavior.
3.3 Water adsorption

To examine in depth the photoactivity of the (001) surface, we
analyzed the interfacial properties of a single water molecule
adsorbed on unreconstructed and reconstructed (001) surfaces.
It is challenging to calculate the excitonic properties for the
anatase (001)/H2O interfaces in which the total number of
atoms is about 180 by BSE owing to the huge computational
cost. Thus, we only discuss the ground-state geometries and
electronic levels. As shown in Fig. S1,† the ve anatase (001)/
H2O interfaces were investigated. A water molecule could be
adsorbed at the ridge (ADM-R or AOM-R) or terrace (ADM-T or
AOM-T) sites of the reconstructed surfaces. We found that
a water molecule is adsorbed on the AOM surface in amolecular
form. For the ADM surface, the water molecule was adsorbed in
a molecular state at the terrace and in a dissociative state at the
ridge. The dissociation of the water molecule at the ridge leads
to the formation of two neighboring OH groups, which is in
agreement with previous studies.19 Experiments also have
shown the dissociative H2O structure on the ADM surface.19,20

The water molecule also spontaneously dissociates into the
bridge O2cH and terminal OH for the clean (001) surface, which
results in unsymmetrical Ti–O bond lengths with the same Ti
atom on the surface. This structure provides more active sites
for water dissociation. In terms of the atomic surface structures,
the unreconstructed (001) surface and ADM surface exhibited
superior reactivity due to the fact that the water molecule
adsorbed on these surfaces exhibited the dissociative state.
However, a proper assessment of an interface's photoactivity
requires an accurate description of its frontier levels' alignment.
In our previous work,31 it was found that the dissociated H2O
possessed a higher capability to capture holes than the molec-
ular H2O, which also supports the higher activity of the unre-
constructed (001) surface and ADM. We thus calculated the
G0W0 DOS of these two interfaces with the dissociative state (see
Fig. 6). The GW gap of the ADM surface remained unchanged
upon water adsorption; whereas the gap of the unreconstructed
(001) surface was enlarged by 0.5 eV upon water adsorption,
which was still smaller than that of ADM surface. We speculated
that the S1 was also probably lower according to the BSE results
on the three surface structures above. The electrons at the VBM
for these two surfaces were also still delocalized on TiO2 (Fig. 6).
Also, the highest energy edge of PDOS on the dissociated H2O
lay below the VBM, which was in line with our previous GW
results for the TiO2(110)/water interface.31 The holes may be
trapped by the dissociated H2O under the irradiation by higher-
energy UV light. In comparison with the ADM-R/H2O interface,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Total (gray) and projected DOS (PDOS) on dissociated H2O
calculated by G0W0 for the unreconstructed anatase (001)/H2O
interface (a) and the ADM-R/H2O interface (b). VBM is set to zero in
each panel. CBM is marked by the dotted lines. The inset displays the
charge distribution of the VBM.
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the gap between the highest energy edge on the dissociated H2O
and the CBM at the unreconstructed (001)/H2O interface was
smaller (see Fig. 6). Therefore, the hole can be captured by the
dissociated H2O on the latter surface at a relatively lower exci-
tation energy, suggesting the reaction prefers to happen. The
unreconstructed (001) surface seemed to have higher photo-
activity than ADM in the photooxidation reaction. In other
words, the unreconstructed (001) surface exhibited the highest
reactivity of them. The experimental results for the lower activity
of the (001) surface could be explained by the reconstruction.
4 Conclusions

In summary, we investigated the electronic and excitonic
properties of the unreconstructed anatase (001) surface and two
reconstructed patterns that were experimentally observed,
namely the ADM and AOM models. Our results show that the
band gap and optical absorption edge for the reconstructed
surface were higher than that of the unreconstructed, implying
that the required photon energy for initiating the photochem-
ical reaction on the unreconstructed (001) surface could be the
lower than that for the reconstructed ADM and AOM surfaces.
The reaction on the clean (001) surface could thus more easily
happen. The photogenerated holes aer photon excitation were
spread over the surface O atoms, which was in favor of hole
transfer to the reactant. By contrast, the excitons for ADM were
completely conned within the bulk atoms. Our calculations
also showed that the gap for the reconstructed ADM was still
larger than that for the clean (001) surface upon water adsorp-
tion. Although the clean (001) surface and the ridge of ADM
surface were intrinsically reactive toward water, the unrecon-
structed (001) surface seemed to have superior reactivity due to
the smaller optical gap. Given the relative stability of the
reconstructed surfaces, the reactivity of the (001) surface likely
played a negligible or reduced role in the material's overall
reactivity. The two reconstructed shapes could explain the
experimental results for the lower activity of the (001) surface.
The results provide a new explanation of the reactivity of the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(001) surface. As for the reactivity of other surfaces of anatase,
further systematic studies on the issue may be required.
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